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Gilcrease Medical Group is an independent practice near Austin, Texas. While making 

the transition to a new office, Gilcrease Medical Group researched a number of  practice 

management systems to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of  their practice. They 

ultimately chose to partner with TRIARQ because of  the dedicated, responsive customer 

service, and seamless integration between the EMR and billing software products.

Integrated Tools Help 
Family Practice Raise the 
Standard of Care

TRIARQ
Travel Guide

Your personalized partner on the road to value.

Convenient Combinations
A partner like TRIARQ knows and anticipates your 
business needs. Our Meaningful-Use-Certified EMR 
software and billing tools work together seamlessly. Go 
from the exam room to patient check-out to insurance 
billing with effortless ease.

“Our previous software created an awkward 
crossing between EMR and billing tools. TRIARQ’s 
system is fast and intuitive. It just makes sense.”

Russell Furth, Practice Manager

Increasing Accountability
Practices with multiple care providers and 
administrative staff need one complete system 
to help manage the workload and track progress. 
TRIARQ Pro lets you tag team members to share 
information, assign tasks, and make sure those 
tasks are being completed.

“Day-to-day practice management moves 
fast and you can’t let anything slip through 
the cracks. This software keeps everyone 
accountable and helps us work quickly.”

Russell Furth, Practice ManagerFacilitating Value-Based Care
Partnering with TRIARQ makes it easier than ever 
to start down the road to Value-Based Care.We 
know what it takes to run a practice. Our all-
inclusive system combines EMR, billing, and other 
important practice management tools. This creates 
a smooth path into Value-Based Care, opening the 
door to a more stable, manageable future.

“Without TRIARQ, there’s no way we’d be able 
to pursue Value-Based Care. It would have either 
cost a fortune or been outright impossible.”

Russell Furth, Practice Manager

Anticipating Needs
Being a partner means knowing and understanding your 
needs. We are all about being proactive. We reach out 
regularly to make sure your practice is getting the most 
out of  the TRIARQ practice management software.

“They always respond quickly and are very willing 
and enthusiastic. But usually TRIARQ reaches out 
before we do!”

Russell Furth, Practice Manager


